
 
 

The Delta Birding Festival organizes the Ornitho-DBF race, to promote participation in 
citizen science projects among festival attendees. 
 
HOW TO PARTICIPATE 
1. To participate in the race, it is only necessary to send complete lists to ornitho.cat between 
September 23 and 25, 2022. 
2. To be considered valid for the race, the complete lists must have a duration of, at least, 30 
minutes, they must have been made in the Ebro Delta (this includes the marine areas where 
Festival activities take place) and must have been entered at ornitho.cat (directly on the 
website or through the Naturalist application).  
3. A complete list is a list that contains all the species of birds that have been identified in a 
given place and period of time. Complete lists can be made by anyone, therefore it is not 
essential to be able to detect all the species present. The list will be complete as long as the 
participants indicates all the species that they have been able to identify with certainty. 
 
Some tips to make the lists correctly: 
 
• Make the lists from a single point or moving less than 1 km (never more than 5 km or using 
transport!). If you're going on a long walk, break it up into short sections (<1 km) and make a 
checklist for each section, or stop now and then and make a checklist from each stopping 
point. 
• Make lists as often as you can! A list of one or two hours is perfect, but also half an hour or 
less. 
• Indicates the number of individuals of each species that has been detected. No matter how 
rough a count or estimate is, it is always much better than no number at all. 
• Try to make a few lists in the same place throughout the year. For example, make a weekly 
list on your favourite observation site. 
• Try to make some lists in the counties that you see that have fewer data. Having a good 
geographical coverage is very important! 
• If you have friends who still don't make complete lists, explain to them why they are so 
useful and show them how easy it is to do. The more people enter complete lists, the more 
valuable you make yourself become 
 
PRIZE 
Among all those who have made complete lists in the Ebro delta between September 23 and 
25, 2022, 2 tickets will be raffled, a free activity for two people and accommodation to be 
able to attend the next edition of the Delta Birding Festival.  
 
MECHANICS 
1. The draw will be made publicly the week after the DBF 2022 edition. 
2. The Catalan Institute of Ornithology will contact the winner to send them the prize. It will 
be the responsibility of the winner to maintain the communication channel used in perfect 



conditions of use, being the only responsible if the registered telephone or email address does 
not work properly or has suffered a change of user or error in the registration. 
 
 
CONDITIONS 
1. The DBF organization reserves the right to exclude from the promotion, and, therefore, 
from the delivery of the prize, any participant who, in its opinion, has participated 
incorrectly. 
2. The prize of this contest will not be redeemable in cash.  
3. The organization of the DBF reserves the possibility of ordering the extraction of new 
winners and substitutes among the participations not initially awarded, with the same 
mechanics in the event that the prize cannot be distributed and in order that it is not deserted.  
4. In the event that the personal data of the winner is not valid, or it has not been possible to 
contact him/her within said period, or if the winner has expressed his/her clear and 
unequivocal will to renounce the prize, this will go to the first reserve winner; If this first 
reserve winner suffers from any of the aforementioned defects, the prize will pass to the next 
reserve winner in order of priority. 
5. The prize is not transferable. It must be accepted or rejected by the winner and cannot 
be transferred. There is no alternative prize or cash refund. 
6. The members of the Organizing Committee of the DBF and the staff members of the ICO, 
Oryx and the Catalunya-La Pedrera Foundation can participate in the contest by submitting 
lists, but their data is not eligible for the draw and, therefore, they cannot be awarded. 
7. In case of waiver of the prize, it must be done in writing, attaching a photocopy of the 
DNI. 
8. The organization of the DBF reserves the right to modify the conditions of this draw at any 
time, including its possible cancellation before the predetermined period, provided there is 
just cause for it, committing to communicate new bases, conditions of the draw or its 
definitive cancellation.  
9. The organization of the DBF is not responsible for possible errors in the participation due 
to a malfunction of the Ornitho.cat portal or any other cause, such as interruptions, 
slowdowns, participations not registered due to incompleteness or for other reasons, 
unauthorized access or errors in receiving any information. 
10. Participation in the promotion necessarily implies acceptance of these rules and the 
interpretive criteria of the Festival organization. 
 


